New Player Guide

Introduction
The Rise of the Gnomes is a medium weight strategy
game which can be played solo, cooperatively,
competitive, or cutthroat competitive. All four game
modes use an automated Gnome competitor (automa)
and a rampaging dragon controlled with a deck of cards.
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Gnomes and dragon can punish poor decisions early in
the game, creating a possible negative experience for
inexperienced players.
This guide provides advice for learning the game and a
list of strategy tips new players should know before
playing the game for the first time.

Although the game is not mechanically complex, the

Learning The Game
We suggest playing a cooperative or solo games of Rise
of the Gnomes to learn the rules. Since players are
working together to defeat the Gnomes, it provides new
players with good opportunity understand how best to
deal with the Gnomes and the dragon.

Check out our web site at
http://www.augustgames.com/riseofthegnomes/

for links to how-to-play videos.

Begin learning the game by reading the Cooperative &
Solo Rules and The Rules Reference. This will show
you all of the rules required to teach the game.
Very experienced gamers can start with a competitive
game, but be sure you share all of the strategic tips
outlined in this guide.
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Tips For Beginners
Gold Management
Ÿ Gold is used to pay for immediate action spaces, in
lieu of beer, and most importantly, bribing the dragon.
Before spending your gold take a look at the game
board to find the cost to bribe the dragon for the
current turn. Make sure you have enough gold on
hand to bribe the dragon at lease one or two times to
keep your breweries and customer cubes safe.

Game Setup
Adjusting the Game Diﬃculty
Make the game easier by moving the difficulty token on
the Gnome board to Easy for your first game. Increase
the difficulty as you get more experienced.

Ÿ

Selecting Player Races
Have all of the players select Humans as their player
race for your first game. All of the players having
identical special abilities makes teaching the game
easier.

Taking Dragonkeep
Having a brewery in the Dragonkeep
tile earns you two victory points during
the Score Points & Collect Gold phase.
This provides a powerful incentive for
you to take the tile. However, keep in
mind that holding Dragonkeep has a
cost which is not immediately apparent.

Starting Brewery Upgrade Slot
During the game setup, all players move their first
Upgrade Token to one of the Brewery Upgrade slots of
their choice on their player board. Some players will
have a hard time choosing an upgrade during their first
time. We suggest having each player start the game by
selecting the Expansion upgrade, increasing their beer
production by one.

Allies Card Drafting
Upgrade, action and ability allies cards are more
valuable when drafted early in the game because you wil
have more time to utilize them.
Assign Brewer Meeples
Ÿ Claim the actions spaces which are most likely to be
claimed by your competitors first. This will guarantee
you perform the actions you wish and will reduce the
Action Card beer cost.

Ÿ
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Ÿ

Gnome Actions: Many Gnome cards contain
actions focused on taking back the middle. Make
sure you keep the Gnomes in Dragonkeep under
control or you will lose your brewery.

Ÿ

The Dragon: There are five cards in the Gnome
deck which makes the dragon fly to Dragonkeep from
anywhere on the game board. This is addition to the
five Gnome cards which walk the Dragon into
Dragonkeep. Make sure you have enough gold on
hand to bribe the dragon while holding Dragonkeep
at least two or three times to keep your brewery and
customer cubes safe.

Ÿ

Lost Opportunity: Taking Dragonkeep requires
extra resources to take and maintain. The extra cost
can inhibit your ability to expand to other tiles on the
game board.

Game Play

Ÿ

Sell beer using the Tavern Sales
action spaced if you find yourself
short on gold.

Gnome Management
Extensive or complete elimination of Gnome customer
cubes from the game board will result in the Gnomes
getting more points during the Play Gnome Cards
phase. If the Gnomes can’t preform the primary or
secondary actions on the Gnome Card, they perform the
tertiary action which gives them two points.

Keep in mind that you will have to pay the beer cost
for your Action Card spaces claimed in the following
phase. Make sure you have the beer on hand by the
end of the phase. Brew your beer later during the
phase.

Keep the Gnomes weak by:
Restricting the Gnome customer cubes to a handful
scattered throughout the game board.

Ÿ

Immediate action spaces are powerful but paid for
with gold. Overusing these spaces can leave you
short on gold and vulnerable to the dragon (see Gold
Management).

Ÿ
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Limiting the number of Gnome breweries on the
game boards. The fewer the better.

